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Abstract
Introduction: Splinting the hand is a common treatment strategy
for the patients with carpal tunnel syndrome.
Case presentation: A fifty-year-old woman was the exceptional
one who her clinical signs and symptoms was deteriorated after
the administration of splinting. She showed deterioration of clinical
and electrophysiological parameters after two weeks of using splint
combined with steroid [1]. After removing the splint, the patient
showed relief of subsequent signs and symptoms.
Conclusion: It seems that some cautions should be considered in
prescribing splints for CTS patients. We have discussed the clinical
presentation, possible causes, and management of the patient and
a brief review of literature were also presented.
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) is the most common entrapment
neuropathy of the upper limb [2]. It is more common in women than
men and is seen in patients between 40-60 years old [3]. Entrapment
of the median nerve within the carpal tunnel is secondary to the
compression of the nerve between the transverse carpal ligament
(flexor retinaculum) superiorly and the flexor tendons and carpal
bones inferiorly [4].
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Some previous researches have shown clinical improvements
following splinting in spite of non-significant changes in
electrophysiological parameters [7,8]. In this report, evidences from
one woman who her clinical and electrophysiological signs and
symptoms was deteriorated after the application of the splint and
iontophoresis will be discussed.

Case Description

Introduction

ClinMed

Several treatment options either surgical and or non-surgical
have been suggested for relieving the pressure on the nerve. The
non-surgical methods have frequently recommended for patients
with mild to moderate symptoms and include splinting the wrist in
neutral position, physical therapy and medication [2,5]. However,
in severe condition of CTS, conservative treatments seem to be less
beneficial. Splinting, iontophoresis and phonophoresis are among
the non-surgical treatments that have been recommended separately
or in combination for CTS patients. Very few researches have focused
on the efficacy of combined treatments for CTS patients [1,6-8].

A fifty-year-old woman was referred to the Rehabilitation
clinic of Tehran University of Medical Science for treatment of
idiopathic bilateral CTS. She was out of fourteen women who were
referred for CTS treatments in a clinical trial. Diagnosis of CTS
was determined based on the clinical signs and symptoms and also
electrophysiological findings by surgeons (hand specialist). Exclusion
and inclusion Criteria such as Rheumatoid arthritis, previous fracture
and dislocation of wrist, diabetes, Hyperthyroidism, myxedema, any
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The onset of signs and symptoms was about 20 years earlier
with on and off periods. Her chief complaints were pain, numbness
and sensory disturbances of both hands (i.e. positive Phalen &
Tinel’s signs). The symptoms were awakening her during the night.
Furthermore, pain and paranesthesia exacerbated with constant work
and gripping activities; and decreased after shaking the hands.
Various parameters of Functional Status Scale during fine tasks
such as writing, unscrew the bottle, holding the phone, self-wash
and bathing were deteriorated. Furthermore, Symptom Severity
Scale parameters such as awakening pain, sleep disorder due to
paresthesia and pain, severity of pain during the day time, repletion
of pain and sensory disturbances were also increased after the splint
administration.

Median nerve sensory and motor action potentials
recordings were performed as following
For Median sensory study, recording electrodes were placed
in the middle finger and the reference was between the recording
electrodes (2.5-3 cm distance). Stimulating electrodes were placed
in 14 cm distance from the recording electrodes (i.e. 3 cm above the
distal crease). For Median motor distance measurements, recording
electrodes were placed on abductor policis brevice and the stimulating
electrodes were in 8 cm distance and 3 cm above the elbow for distal
and proximal latency measurements respectively [9].
For ulnar sensory study, the recording electrodes were placed in
the fifth finger and the reference was in the distal phalanx and the
reference was between the recording electrodes (2.5-3 cm distance).
Stimulating electrodes were placed in 14 cm distance from the
recording electrodes. For motor measurements, recording electrodes
were placed on hypothenar eminence and the stimulating electrodes
were in 8 cm distance in wrist and 4 cm distal to medial epicondyle
for distal and proximal motor latencies, respectively [9].
F response could be recorded following supramaximal stimulation
of motor branch for nerve conduction study. In Median and Ulnar
nerves, the F response (wave) could easily be recorded by stimulation
of the distal parts of the nerves; the parameters of recording similar
to motor nerve study with exception of sweep speed and amplitude
(i.e. sweep speed, more than 10 m. seconds; sensitivity, µV200
respectively).

administered during the first two weeks of treatment for ten sessions.
Clinical and electrophysiological assessments were performed four
times (before treatment, after fifth treatment session, after tenth
treatment session and after two weeks from the last session as follow
up).
All of the Nerve Conduction Study (NCS) procedures were
performed in accordance with guidelines for measurement,
precautions and electrode placement [9].
Besides, clinical evaluation of signs and symptoms were
performed with Levin and Simmon’s carpal tunnel (median nerve)
function disability form [3]. It consists of two separate parts:
1. Symptom Severity Scale (SSS) comprise of eleven questions.
2. Functional Status Scale (FSS) comprise of eight questions. The
overall score for each scale was calculated as the mean.
One week after the beginning of treatment, clinical signs and
symptoms and electrophysiological tests were worsened. At this
stage, the splint was replaced with a more comfortable one based on
the assumption that the prior one was inappropriate. After second
week, she showed deterioration of signs and symptoms again. At this
stage, we decided to stop using the splint and planned to follow up
the patient for two more weeks. The modification of treatment was
fruitful and helped the patient to return to the initial state (Figure 1).

Conclusion
Splinting is known as one of the most effective non-surgical
treatment means for CTS patients [7]. Application of splints to
immobilize the wrist in neutral position often helps to relieve the
signs and symptoms by keeping the pressure in the carpal canal at the
lowest level [5,8].
Although, research had suggested that the therapeutic effects
of wrist splinting is due to keep the carpal tunnel pressure on
the median nerve at the minimum level [8]. However a report by
Rempel et al. had suggested higher carpal tunnel pressure with splint
application at rest and also during repetitive hand activities, perhaps
suggesting some external compression. They offered some cautions
when applying splints for these patients and suggested removing the

Electrophysiological parameters such as sensory and motor
latencies were compatible with the clinical signs & symptoms and
suggested the mild and moderate involvements of left and right
Median nerves respectively (Table 1).
The patient was provided with Cock-up splints and recommended
to wear them during the sleep time and whenever possible during
the day time (i.e. four weeks from the beginning of treatment).
Iontophoresis of dexamethasone sodium phosphate was also
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wrist operation and severe CTS were considered. In other word, no
patient was entered to the main study with the above mentioned
pathology and illness and therefore, the same criteria were also
regarded for this case.
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Figure 1: Changes of Median and Ulnar distal sensory latencies during four
assessment sessions for both hands.

Table 1: Nerve conduction values of the subject before, in the middle of treatment, after treatment and follow up.
Assessment sessions
mDSL (m.sec.)

Before Treatment

In the Middle of Treatment

After Treatment

Follow up

Rt

Lt

Rt

Lt

Rt

Lt

Rt

Lt

3.52

3.36

3.84

3.52

4.32

4.32

3.92

3.84

mSCV

39.77

41.67

36.46

39.77

32.41

32.41

35.71

36.46

mSNAP

18.78

19.52

17.31

18.78

13.72

13.72

15.56

17.31

uDSL (m.sec.)

3.04

3.04

3.44

3.68

4.00

4.48

3.68

3.76

uSCV

46.05

46.05

40.70

38.04

35.00

31.25

38.04

37.23

uSNAP

41.59

41.59

37.43

34.94

31.61

26.62

34.94

34.10

mDML (m.sec.)

5.40

4.00

4.20

3.82

5.19

4.60

4.90

4.70

mMCV (m/sec)

37.04

50.00

47.61

52.36

38.53

43.48

40.82

42.55

F-Wave (m.sec.)

30.00

28.2

29.8

26.40

27.20

28.80

27.20

26.80

mSDL: Median sensory distal latencies; uDSL: Ulnar sensory distal latencies; mSCV: Median sensory conduction velocity; uSCV: Ulnar sensory conduction velocity;
mSNAP: Median sensory Nerve Action Potentials; uSNAP: Ulnar sensory Nerve Action Potentials; mDML: Median distal motor latency; mMNCV: Median forearm
motor conduction velocity and Median F-wave (minimum latency); Median and ulnar green and yellow colors, respectively.
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splint as soon as the inflammation and pain were reduced [10]. In
addition, a review had suggested that if a reduction in symptoms was
not occurred following the initial splinting, further evaluation should
be conducted and splinting should be discontinued [5].

Continuation of splints application resulted in the subsequent
worsening of signs and symptoms in both median nerves. This might
suggest the role of increased intrafunicular pressure, edema and to
some extent obstruction of the arterial flow.

CTS is a classic example of chronic compression-ischemic
neuropathy [4,11]. According to Sunderland, the two major categories
of compression nerve injury are the acute injury with immediate
effects and the chronic injury with delayed and gradual effects on
the compressed nerve. Both of them can be due to some external
force from outside the body and/or from a source within the body.
When the nerve is gradually compressed, as in the development of
chronic lesions, a vascular component is inevitably introduced due to
the impairment of the blood flow to the nerve [11]. From the clinical
point of view, the rapid relief of symptoms which frequently occurs
after carpal tunnel release suggests an ischemic component [2,4]. A
common feature of pain in this compression lesion is the nocturnal
nature of the attacks. It would appear that muscular inactivity during
sleep results in venous congestion around the nerve. As a result, the
nerve fibers respond at a lower threshold to ischemia and causes
pain. Movement and exercise of the limb improves venous return,
decreases the pressure and relieves the pain [11]. Correspondingly,
Luchetti et al. (1994) showed that intra-carpal tunnel pressure of the
patients always exceeded the critical pressure of 30 mmHg at night
and reached to the highest values at 6 a.m. slightly lower pressures
were found when the wrist was splinted, but the difference was not
significant, nor were critical pressure levels prevented by splinting
[12].

Nowadays, many CTS patients take the benefits of application
of splints; however, there are some conditions that require more
attention and caution. Perhaps the splint is not the right choice for
all of the patients and some prerequisites should be defined (e.g.
duration of symptoms). Therefore, in addition to prescribing the
splint, providing the patients with necessary instructions has to be a
part of the treatment protocol.

The present case became worse clinically and electrophysiologically
after application of the splints. This event may be due to the increase
of carpal canal pressure with immobilization. She was an artist and
used to paint a lot. As the patient herself reported, the onset of
problem was about 20 years ago. It was hypothesized that she had
thickened synovial lining of tendons that put mechanical pressures
within the carpal tunnel [12]. Immobilizing the wrist with the splint
might have disturbed the blood circulation by restricting hand
movements. Furthermore, we found that both Ulnar and Median
nerves electrophysiological parameters deteriorated bilaterally
(almost equally). If the source of problem was just an increase of
internal pressure within the carpal canal, then it was only expected
the increased latency of Median nerve. Therefore, an external
factor might be responsible for conduction blocks of both nerves.
Considering motor conduction velocity measurements, an existence
of external pressure due to tight straps or inappropriate splints might
be suggested as the cause of deterioration of symptoms. At this stage,
we decided to replace the splints with a more convenient pair and
instructed the patient not to extremely tighten the straps. After a
week, we tested the nerves again, but unfortunately the exacerbation
continued, thus, we stopped using the splints. Patient was followed
after two weeks and it was observed that she was gradually returning
to the initial state.
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